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Résumé: La communication présente et analyse un cours universitaire destiné aux
programmes d’Etudes Roumaines (niveau DEA), des universités de Timişoara et Cluj-
Napoca, que l’auteur a réalisé dans le cadre d’un projet d’enseignement et de recherche
NEC-Link (bourse accordée par le New Europe College de Bucarest, pendant l’année
académique 2003-2004). Sous le titre Lieux d’histoire dans l’étude de la modernité
littéraire, le cours construisait une réflexion théorique sur les chances actuelles de
l’histoire littéraire comme discipline académique et comme domaine de la recherche
littéraire. L’expérience de sa réalisation est de nature à mettre en évidence toute une série
de problèmes concernant l’état de la théorie littéraire dans l’enseignement universitaire
roumain.
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Preliminary Explanations

What I have in mind to present here is the content of a research and teaching project
I carried out in the 2003-2004 academic year, with the support of a NEC-Link grant from
the Bucharest-based New Europe College. This project gave shape mainly to a Master
course (with related workshops) I delivered the same year at the Western University of
Timişoara (within the MA Programme of Romanian and Comparative Literature) and also
at the “Babeş-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca (within the MA Programme of
Romanian Literature). Its framework raised a few salient issues for the problematic under
discussion – they mainly refer to the argument about the “return to the historical
dimension” in the study of literature, nowadays, as envisaged by our university curricula.
I want to make it clear from the onset that it is not – and my project finale will come as
a sour confirmation of this situation –, an argumentation easy to construe, since it has to
be geared up after decades in which a restrictive grasp of “the Structuralist dogma” and
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also a mistrust (ideologically justifiable for the Romanian space under decades of
communism) of the historical rationale succeeded in holding behind the literary
disciplines characterised by a historical, diachronic perspective. What the configuration
of this course proves, above all, is that the reconstruction of a historical perspective in
the study of literature should be based on the formation (in our students) of the same
appetite – hard to get, “the sign of the chosen” to quote Maiorescu’s felicitous phrase –
for theory, for concept building and abstractions. 

Under the title The Places of History in the Study of Literary Modernity, I designed
(in keeping with the rules of the NEC-Link type projects) together with Prof. Adriana
Babeţi, Ph.D. (from the Western University of Timişoara) two parallel courses which were
addressed to the same group of MA students and pleaded (my colleague’s did this
implicitly, since it was dedicated to history and memory as topics of Central-European
literature) for a similar comeback to the historical dimension in the literary research1.

My course started from the remark (a “common place” and still “an avoided place”
in the literary didactics of Romanian universities) that the debate on the theoretical,
methodological and interdisciplinary stakes of literary history as an academic discipline
and as a research field is yet to take place in Romanian universities; consequently, the
project as a whole aimed at creating a professionalised, substantial and immediate space
of reflection and formation. It was – to my mind – a polemical stand against the persistent
revolute attitude (in our academic and broadly speaking scientific milieus) toward the
theoretical basics of literary history and also toward their possible current contextualisation.
We do think that, partly due to a too rigid division of literary disciplines in post-war
university curricula, the (default) absence of such a reflection space and of an effective
opening of literary theory toward the post-modernity of theory have so far restrictively
marked the image literature students have about this type of enterprise. This is because,
despite the forceful comeback of the interest in the historical dimension of the literary
phenomenon in Western literary theory, things are not the same on “the Romanian front”.
I proceeded in this research with the firm belief that the reestablishment of literary history
studies must be interdisciplinary not only so as to take advantage of the new theories in
related fields but also to bring closer a plural object by nature: literature seen as historicity.

To this, we should add another set of questions to be placed under the headline “How
(else) can you write literary history, today, after the fall of communism?”; which could
be the cardinal lines for a new methodological debate facing the Romanian literary
historian, between the restructured canon of the Romanian literature and the European
reflection on the new horizon of our academic discipline? To what contexts should we
relate in order to assess the development phases and stages of literary forms and ideas?
What parameters should the research use in order to account for a phenomenon which
is always considered to have an irreducible (historical) evolution? What method should
be followed so as to account for a phenomenon which, in turn, reflects History, by means
of aesthetic figuration? It would be a way of testing, right away, how resistant the concept
is and also a re-reading of the concepts, by identifying certain elements which are genuinely
“resistant to theory”.
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All these questions speak about the many-sided insertion of history into the
construction of “literary places” of modernity. Moreover, having in view the interference
of the literary with the ideological, the course meant to outline a topical issue, namely
the paradoxical impurity of literary history2 as a scientific approach to a likewise
paradoxical or at least singular object: literature that offers a reflection upon history, facing
the challenges of history with the instruments of art. 

Course Description

The course was titled: The Return of History to the Literary Field. Literary History
as Paradoxical Science. From a didactic point of view, it aimed to develop that theoretical
reflection skill with the future Romanian specialists who belong to the pole of excellence,
standing out as an absolutely new course in the Master tuition programmes of the two
partner universities, both due to its scientific content and to its pedagogical content and
structure. Furthermore, I had in view the need to contextualise the Romanian examples
(preferred throughout the entire “didactic series”) within a broader methodological,
ideological and cultural area: that of European modernity.

The topics and contents proposed were as follows:

1. The crisis of literary history goes way back: accounts and ways to recount it.
a. The end of the 19th century: “the Passion”, according to Lanson. The utopia of

positivism; sanctioning the literary institution. The History of the Third Republic
of Letters. Literary institutions and cultural (national) identities. “The forbidden
fruit” of ideology.

b. The first half of the 20th century: the nightmares of history and the decline of literary
history. From one (world) war to another: epistemological shifts. Literary history
as an “ineffable science and epic synthesis” (G. Călinescu); the figures of
modernism. The cultural series and the literary diachrony, from Formalism to
Structuralism (The Prague Circle and its Romanian reflexes). “The impossible
synthesis” between genesis and structure. Literature and ideology – left wing or
right wing, the same history?

c. The second half of the 20th century: happy countries have no history. Was
Structuralism such a country? The places of history in three fundamental moments
of literary theory: literary sociology and the aesthetics of reception; literary history
as part of the history of mentalities and cultural studies; the deconstructed literary
history (“history begins with ...” Yale).

2. What kind of object for what kind of literary history? Under this title, I scrutinised four
particular Romanian cases, chosen so that they support: the “singular” and “impure”
character of the topic under study, the irreducible relation between the literary object
and ideology, the literary object as a discursive construct (therefore a carrier of non-
literary stakes).
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a. National specificity in Romanian literature, from “Dacia literară” to the myth of
the national poet, Mihai Eminescu; Romantic and revolutionary ideology, national
and nationalistic ideology. The methodological contribution of cultural studies to
literary history.

b. The Romanian right-wing extreme of the ’30 and its literary reflexes. Political
ideology and literary criticism: G. Călinescu and D. Caracostea.

c. How is Romanian literary history written? A possible typology brings forth the
relation between the strategies pursued by the literary historian and the stylistic
effects embedded in the texts: the messianic (N. Iorga), the impressionist (E.
Lovinescu), the artist (G. Călinescu), the Enlightenment scholar (D. Popovici), the
critic (N. Manolescu), the poeticians (M. Scarlat, Ioana Em. Petrescu). The pleasure
of the text and the impositions of the canon.

d. The Postmodernist critic no longer believes in history; however, he rewrites it: the
battle stakes for a Romanian Postmodernism.

3. The paradoxes of literary history. Reflections on the comeback of the “concern for
history” in literary studies. A topical debate. This last part of the course aimed to place
literary history within the family of literary disciplines, between poetics and
hermeneutics, relying on the idea that only a reading that is both rhetorical and
historical is able to reveal the mechanisms “opening up” the (literary) work, as an
ultimate reason for its perennial reception, hence – ultimately – for its literarity. 
a. What processes are likely “to transform ideas” and invent literary forms that convey

significance to a new discourse of literary history? Can a history of aesthetic
ingenuity (of literary event-ness) be written?

b. The history of literature faced with the history of literary forms: parallel discourse
or conjunctions?

c. What is the relation between the theory of literary history and the practice of literary
development? Literary history as “a testing ground” for the relations between
(theoretical) concepts and the (historical, in se) literary event.

The Bibliography around which I built my course as a whole comprises the following
titles:

Ankersmit, F. R. “Historiography and Postmodernism.” History and Theory, Contemporary
Readings. Eds. Brian Fay et al. Malden, Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishers, 1998.
175-192.

Brook, Thomas. The New Historicism and Other Old-Fashioned Topics, Princeton:
Princeton UP, 1991.

Compagnon, Antoine. La Troisième République des Lettres: de Flaubert à Proust, Paris:
Seuil, 1983.

—-. Le démon de la théorie. Paris: Seuil, 1998.
Delfau, Gérard and Anne Roche. Histoire/Littérature. Histoire et interprétation du fait

littéraire. Paris: Seuil, 1977.
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Dosse, François. Michel de Certeau, le marcheur blessé. Paris: La Découverte, 2002.
Fay, Brian. “Introduction.” History and Theory, Contemporary Readings. Eds. Brian Fay

et al. Malden, Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishers, 1998. 1-12.
Fraisse, Luc et al., eds. L’histoire littéraire: ses méthodes et ses résultats. Genève: Droz,

2001.
Jenny, Laurent: La fin de l’intériorité. Paris: PUF, 2002.
Louichon, Brigitte et al., eds. L’auteur entre biographie et mythographie. Bordeaux:

Presses Univ. de Bordeaux, 2002.
Marrou, Henri-Irénée. De la connaissance historique. 6e éd. Paris: Points-Histoire, 1954.
—-. “Tristesse de l’historien.” Esprit, 7, 1939. 11-47 (reprinted in Vingtième siècle. Revue

d’histoire, 45, 1995. 109-131).
Marx, William. Naissance de la critique moderne: la littérature selon Eliot et Valéry. Arras:

Presses Universitaires d’Artois, 2002.
Moisan, Clément. Istoria literară [Literary History], Bucureşti: Cartea Românească, 2000.
Munslow, Alan. Deconstructing History. London and New York: Routledge, 1997.
Nora, Pierre. Les lieux de mémoire, I. Paris: Gallimard, 2001.
Partner, Nancy F. Making Up Lost Time. Writing on the Writing of History. History and

Theory, Contemporary Readings. Eds. Brian Fay et al. Malden, Massachusetts:
Blackwell Publishers, 1998. 69-89.

Perkins, David. Is Literary History Possible? Baltimore and London: The Johns
Hopkins UP, 1992.

Roth, Michael S. The Ironist’s Cage. Memory, Trauma and the Construction of History.
New York: Columbia UP, 1995.

Rouhou, Jean. L’histoire littéraire, Objets et méthodes. Paris: Nathan, 1996.
Veyne, Paul. [Comment on écrit l’histoire, Paris, Seuil, 1971], Cum se scrie istoria,

Bucureşti: Meridiane, 1999.
White, Hayden. The Content of Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation.

Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins UP, 1990.
—-. “The Historical Text as Literary Artifact.” History and Theory, Contemporary

Readings. Eds. Brian Fay et al. Malden, Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishers, 1998.
15-33.

Related Workshops

The courses were accompanied, in parallel, by a cycle of workshops on the basic
theoretical texts from the bibliography, in keeping with the following plan:

1. History or literature? The historical articulations of literature. The compulsoriness
(necessity?) of a historical perspective in the study of literature. Bibliography discussed:
Kushner, Eva. “Articulation historique de la littérature.” Théorie littéraire. Problèmes
et perspectives. Eds. Marc Augenot et al. Paris: PUF, 1989. 109-125; Compagnon,
Antoine. “L’histoire.” Le démon de la théorie. Paris: Seuil, 1998. 231-265.
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Critical suggestions for debate: Like any other intellectual discipline, literary studies
(as a whole) attempt to circumvent their object and create a conceptual framework,
allowing them to keep in check their own demarche in relation to the given object. At first
sight, these are undisputable stakes, but, for decades now, this circumvention and this
articulation have become problematic, not only for methodological but also for
epistemological reasons. 
2. Literary history, counter-history, anecdote. Beyond “the end of history”. Bibliography

discussed: Gallagher, Catherine, and Stephen Greenblatt. “Counterhistory and the
Anecdote.” Practicing New Historicism. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000;
Cave, Terence. “Introduction.” Pré-histoires. Genève: Droz, 1999.
Critical suggestions for debate: The perspective of New Historicism on literary history,

on the historical dimension of the literary phenomenon, on the irreducible contextualisation
of the object of “literary science” stands as one of the most consistent answers given,
nowadays, to the crisis of literary history. It is subsumed under the broader category of
postmodern theories (and episteme) developed in human sciences.
3. Literary invention, ideology, form, the historical becoming of the literary work. A

defense of a “paradoxical history”of literature. Bibliography discussed: Jenny, Laurent.
“Introduction.” La fin de l’intériorité. Paris: PUF, 2002. 1-15.
Critical suggestions for debate: Pleading for a history of aesthetic creativity, which

is missing from the panoply of factual and/or formalist “literary histories”, the theorist
reflects on the event-ness (peculiar to arts) which lends a methodological impurity to any
critical approach, and moves on to assess the distance and the interactions between
theoretical “ideas” and real works. Laurent Jenny deals here with certain processes of the
(historical) transformation of ideas, existing in a mandatory relation to processes
inventing new aesthetic forms.
4. Literary history in the context of “large series” history: epistemological dimensions,

semantic mechanisms, the work and the writing of history, the process of object creation
through the discourse. The theoretical reflections of a historian and theoretician of
history “after Structuralism”. Bibliography discussed: de Certeau, Michel. “Writings
and Histories”, “Making History: Problems of Method and Problems of Meaning”. The
Writing of History. New York: Columbia University Press, 1988. 1-56.
Critical suggestions for debate: The goal pursued by the historian (the literary historian

included) is to create word worlds likely to restore (and also to betray) the past truths;
in its effort, the gesture of writing both motivates a figural thinking and structures the
historiography it produces. The historian’s language is not in the least foreign to what
Certeau calls “its directions of imaginary navigation”. The metaphor and the allegory,
actually all the tropes of historiographic discourse, play crucial roles in outlining the
relation between the method and its object. Michel de Certeau identifies the historiographic
act in the discursive “styles” or in the arrangement of related facts, emphasizing the way
language facts lend value to the feeling of history.
5. The order of narration in literary history, the order of history in literature. Interpretive

constructions. Bibliography discussed: Popovici, Dumitru. “Etape în desvoltarea
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literaturii române.” [“Stages in the Development of Romanian Literature.”]
Transilvania. no. 8-9, year 75, 1944. 1-19; Bloom, Harold. “The Anguish of
Contamination” (Preface). “A Meditation upon Priority, and a Synopsis” (Introduction).
The Anxiety of Influence. A Theory of Poetry. New York and Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1997. XI-16.
Critical suggestions for debate: The discourse of literary history creates its own object,

lending it the order of a vision. Popovici’s dialectic vision is inspired by Hegel’s
philosophy. Closer to our days, Bloom “translates” the problematic of sources and the
tradition-innovation relation from the field of literary history into a vision indebted to
psycho-analysis and to the Postmodern theories of the “imprisonment” in language: the
history of poetry cannot be separated from the history of poetic influence, since the great
poets make that history by misreading one another, so that each and every one of them
might secure his necessary imaginative space. The adequacy and inadequacy of the
historical discourse to its object. The place of ideology in the construction of the literary
meaning. Ideology of literature vs. ideology of literary history?

Conclusions

The great number of students attending the course in its two Master study programmes
confirmed our stakes: a new perspective on a generally “conservative” discipline of the
Romanian university education stirred the interest of the participants, who discovered a
new area of research. Moreover, the fact that we resorted to Romanian examples in order
to construe and engage into a “Western type” of theoretical reflection, was likewise exciting
to the students, as it granted an unexpected dignity to Romanian studies per se.
Therefore, the theorised issues, what we called “the levelling up to theory” of a domain
otherwise “resistant to theory”, also made it possible to form and educate an attitude of
critical reflection, an opening up to the fundamental research. The bibliography used (and,
most of all, the one discussed in the Workshops accompanying the course) mapped out
a problematic area of topicality, going beyond the strict domain of literary history.

After the final (anonymous) programme assessment we carried through with the
attending students based on specific questionnaires, we realised, to our surprise, that –
even if many of them appreciated novelty of the course and the quality of the readings
suggested or that of the critical reflection – a sizeable number of MA students in literary
studies did not see, in the personal professional project as a whole, the need to
emphasize the theoretical component of the studied disciplines. Therefore, we are dealing
with yet another type of “resistance to theory”, which has been induced to the students
both by extra-academic contexts with an increased impact over the last years (the option
for an MA in literary studies is not motivated, most often, by the candidates’ aspiration
to pursue a scientific research career of excellence, but by other reasons, which do not
make the object of our presentation), and also by the (generally marginal) position held
by the theoretical disciplines within the curricula previously followed, in our universities.
This had taught them subjacently that “there is no need for theory in order to study
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literature” (I quote from the objections raised in the evaluation papers) – which justifies,
of course, our concerns, noticeable in this paper as well. On the other hand, although the
project was carried out with the assistance of a programme for university excellence
meeting European standards3, although it was concluded with noteworthy scientific
publications from the professors and researchers involved, and although our MA
programmes follow, these years, a dramatic (re)structuring process and are in search of
a much needed “academic identity”, despite all these components of the university context
which “were” arguments in favour of the legitimacy of this MA discipline, in the following
university year the course  was no longer included in the latest education plans of our
Department, since the reasons pleading for their renewal did not pertain to the
aforementioned criteria. The situation had not improved by the time I concluded this paper.

NOTES

1 An outline of the project as a whole, in Bot, Ioana. “Lieux d’histoire dans l’étude de la modernité littéraire.”
Transilvania, no. 4, winter 2004. 3-6.

2 The conceptual formulation of this axis in the course scaffolding is to be found in Laurent Jenny’s La fin
de l’intériorité, Paris: PUF, 2002, which pleads – starting from the deconstruction of some literary forms
in their historicity – for a methodological reassessment of literary history. It is, in our opinion, along with
Le démon de la théorie by Antoine Compagnon (Paris: Seuil, 1998), one of the most radical stands on this
issue in current theory.

3 For further details on the NEC-Link programme, visit www.nec.ro.

“Babeș-Bolyai” University, Cluj
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